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Technical terms play avital role in order to explain some contradictory statements in very language and subjects. In general, It is apparent factor. Т.Т has been utilized in later developed languages. As an example, English language has many technical terms that were extracted from Latin that is considered as the basis dialects of English. According to this circumstance Sinhala language have many technical terms. Many of these come from Sanskrit language. After period of British colony, State language policy was established on 1956. Due to these reforms, entire circle of school text books had to be translated in to Sinhala. Glossary of Sinhala was not adequate to display the accentual expression of English words. Editor of school text book committee had a sound knowledge on Sanskrit. The structures of Sanskrit roots and stems have been used in a large scale with an eye to create innovative T.T in Sinhala. Largely Sinhala language is based on Sanskrit roots and stems. Because of Sanskrit language have large areas of words. As well as it is the most classical language in south Asia. It has sustenance many languages in subcontinent. Going to prove up how great Sanskrit for the Sinhala based with the all information.
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